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Abstract: Posts in the forums are dispersed in database where determining the congruence among the text posts in web forums is cumbersome task. Congruence is relevant property while text clustering and text classification. Traditionally the documents were searched with the collation of keywords or set of terms from the posts. Proposed system posts are contemplated as corpus of words where each entity in corpus has some individual weightage where terms and words are also found in another corpuses as well. To fulfill the objective with common goal there should be some relatedness among the corpus of different posts in different or same forum which provides the similar motive the user needed to deliver. Congruence is calculated by applying a score to common terms calculated in preprocessing. Semantic relatedness score of corpus differs for every corpus depending on the relatedness in corpuses. Posts are divided into segments at particular instances. Of these segments the corpuses are created and text features are extracted and monitored by identifying congruence of keywords. The common terms extracted are evaluated using process by combination of different Semantic Textual algorithms. After calculating the similarity most identical posts are displayed to user on threshold basis.

Index Terms: congruence, relatedness, clustering, classification, semantic, corpuses, forum, preprocessing.

1 INTRODUCTION

The phenomenon of manipulating automatically the Natural Language content like text or speech is called Natural Language Processing (NLP). Natural Language can be referred as any communication way where people exchange information with each other by speech, E-mails, posts, SMS, web pages, blogs, signs, letters etc. In computer science NLP is the potential of computer to understand the human language spoken as it is. Due to different linguistic structure, accent, dialects, social context, complex variables and regional impact there are many ambiguities which makes its strenuous to process. For any language syntax which is grammatical sense of sentence and semantics which is meaning of words are necessary to make it understand. All syntax and semantics techniques are explained in the later part of the paper. Previously NLP were rule-based where some algorithms of machine learning were applied where if certain specific phrases or words occurred and response was given accordingly. When two words are similar or related in a given context human brain can effortlessly find it. When there is functional association among the given of terms other than the lexical relation then those two terms are in semantic relatedness. Nowadays NLP is based on deep learning where massive amount of labeled data is trained to identify the correlations between the data for analysis purpose. Internet forums are the message boards on Internet where people provide exclusive answers to the queries asked by other users added on that forum to get the views, reviews and added solutions to the questions asked regarding their specific problems.

Online forums have emerged as an extensive solution providers for different user communities in various domains related to technology, medicine, product quality, tourism, law, medicine, education etc. by exploring other user’s experience of their view on that particular products and services. Business organizations use this existing data as a market place to improve their services by analyzing the trending situations about their products, which helps them to aid their customer base. Organizations classify posts in forums according to their different aspects related to reviews, support for customer, topics with through specialization still with vast database it becomes cumbersome and time-consuming process for user, when he tries to search a given topic with keyword. Still keywords play an important role in searching the relevant information there are some cases where user intents to search the past using the related keyword or the brevity of the keyword itself is not sufficient to search the user specified information. For better support to users in forums an important functionality is to initiate to deliver relevant posts related to their topic based on the similarity of the posts without browsing for long duration and generating complex queries. For e.g. Searching the hotels nearby Railway Station and Finding the hotels near the station should display similar results. Normal users are not technically competent so they use synonym as a keyword. With aid of such functionality user having difficulty in finding the related posts can search related posts in other forums as substitute solutions to similar situations. Due to thematic categorization of contents under specific categories of some technical forums like finding faults or reviews of particular accessory like mobiles, printers, tablets or laptops the similarity finding is not that effective or in tourism forums it sometimes become difficult to find the hotels at nearby places on current location of user there may be substitute solution in other forum. The traditional search methods are related to searching in hierarchical form from generalization to specific category (Computers->hardware->printers->brand->model->specific problems). There can be n kind of problems with multiple suggestions from the k users in the forums but still user is not able to find the appropriate solution to the given problem. In the proposed system the relatedness of the forum posts is estimated using NLP treating the posts as corpus of...
segments. Corpus consists of constituent pieces of natural language documented on base of its origin of that language. To find the relatedness among the given segments NLP framework will play an important role. Semantic similarity can be document level, paragraph level, sentence level and at word level.

2 RELATED WORK
Development of applications related to systems like Text-Classification, Information-Retrieval, Document-Clustering, Topic-Tracking, Topic-Detection, Machine-Translation, Text-Summarization, Question-Answering systems necessitate large-scale research where similarity in texts play a vital role. These text similarity measures can broadly be classified on statistical methods like SCC and semantic methods. Researchers combined knowledge based and corpus based methods to get better performance results known as Semantic Text Similarity models [5]. Online user forums provide an input for business analytics to improve the service by pointing out the user search on specific products where Association Rule Mining becomes aided from it[1]. Dimitri Papadimitrio, G. Koutrika etc. the authors in their work has given emphasis on segmentation phase by segmentation of posts by different possible segments related to tense, subject thematic, intention based, change from first person to another[1]. Segmentation of posts determine coherence, depth and border selection which is helpfull for searching the intent based segments. These segments of posts of total posts were clustered in one group using K-means algorithm where the similarity is found on the clustered data using different term based similarity measures[1]. On semantic words and semantic phrases or semantic sentences the semantic relatedness is dependent. In research of Zhao Zinglei, Zhang Huiyan the lexical knowledge is based on human knowledge[4]. The correlation is measured using semanticine comparisons on the effect of word order and sentence structure. Jiay Li, Toshiyuki Shimizu proposed a document evaluation approach by combining different semantic similarity representation models on a collection of documents called Fused model[6]. They investigated the candidate model and its fused version to demonstrate the relationship between models to boost STS models output. H.P. Costa used the Distribution Similarity Measures to evaluate the relationship between comparable entities by measuring the common entities [2]. The statistical methods like SCC and Chi-Square were analyzed using the comparable corpora where the author got high precision results which was additionally used to calculate documents ranks according to the estimated similarity[2]. S. Poomagal has used Cosine Similarity on the textual documents and used Cosine Similarity measure to calculate the Page Rank by calculating the number of in-links from the similar documents[9].

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
System design is one of the main aspects for practical implementation of research. This section presents an overview to System Architecture to find the related forum posts to the user based on input post to the system. The aim of the system is to show accurate results with the help of NLP models. System design is one of the main aspects for practical implementation of research. This section presents an overview to System Architecture to find the related forum posts to the user based on input post to the system. The aim of the system is to show accurate results with the help of NLP models.

A.OpenNLP models:
Natural Language text is processed using OpenNLP library. It services are tokenizing, sentence detection, segmentation, stemming, lemmatization, Named-Entity Recognition, Summarization etc. This set comprise models of different real world languages. For implementation of NLP projects all services are not compulsory to implement

This set comprise models of different real world languages. For implementation of NLP projects all services are not compulsory to implement but are required according to the user requirement. In out work we have used the following. Tokenization is the process of creating tokens which are individual words in any natural language. In tokenization process text or set of text is broken into individual words which are used as input for analyzing and parsing which is to tag the syntactic relation between the words. POS Tagging is used for processing purpose sentence is converted in list of tuples and these words are tagged according to the Part of Speech in grammar which denotes whether a word is noun, verb, adjective, pronoun etc. This tagging is necessary for building parse trees where extracting relations between words become useful. Stemming is the process of converting a word to its base or root form. For e.g beginning, begun to begin, in our work we have used Snowball stemmer to stem the sentences. StopWords removal is process of removing the most common words used in natural language to designate subject or for conjunction the two words like a, and the or on, at etc. Lemmatization is the process of converting the word to its morphological form. For e.g humorous, ridiculous can be reduced to funny. Groups together different inflected forms of words called Lemma. It is similar to stemming like mapping of several words to one common root. Output of lemmatization is proper word. After preprocessing a corpus is created for the common entities. This corpus is created on the mean score of ncommonlemma, ncommonmonsters, ncommonontokens. The common entities are the co-occurrence of the terms in the matrix created while preprocessing. Entropy is the amount of information a text segment have it is the number of bit multiplied by length of message. For entropy calculation frequencies are measured for words in corpus the more the words are different it becomes difficult to predict the
content. In our work we have calculated Shannon Entropy Index its formula is given in figure 2.

\[ H' = -\sum_{i=1}^{R} p_i \ln p_i \]

**Figure 2**

Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient (SCC) is used to find the similarity between two documents of varying size. For calculating SCC common entities are calculated between the comparing documents say post1 with post2. In our work we have compared the first document with all the remaining documents in the database. These common entities are ranked in ascending order so that if highest frequency entity will be assigned higher rank and lower frequency entity will get lower ranks for both the posts. All the entities in the documents are ranked individually in their own corpus and then these corpuses are compared such that the difference is computed on ranking order for entities.

**Figure 3**

where di is the difference computed between ranks of entities in 2 posts and n is the number of common entities. Chi-Square Test is for high performance and robustness. Chi-square method is used, it denotes whether relationship between variables in sample also reflect relationship in real. Like SCC common entities are calculated for both the posts. Chi-Square test works on the set of Observed value and Expected Value. Let's say the size of doc1 is N1 and the size of doc2 is N2 and e is common entity then the Observed Value is calculated as O(e,doc1), similarly the observed value of doc2 will be O(e,doc2). The Expected Values for doc1 is given in figure 4 and similarly for doc2 in figure 5.

**Figure 4**

Chi-Square score is the distance between doc1 and doc2. In Figure 6

\[ \chi^2 (doc1,doc2) = \sum \frac{(O-E)^2}{E} \]

**Figure 6**

In our work we have used Cosine Similarity in correspondence with SCC and Chi-Square verification for similarity. Advantage of Cosine Similarity is apart from size of each documents if one document contains all the words in the other document both documents will be still be shown similar for e.g Doc1 - >He runs to river and Doc2-> He runs to river to get water both will be treated as same documents. Cosine Similarity projects Cosine angle between two vectors in multidimensional space. When both documents are similar then the value will be closer to 1. In figure below A is document1 and B is document respectively.

**Figure 7**

For implementation of the system we have used Java jdk 12.0 with Apache Open NLP toolkit on Windows 10 OS. The System will require 4GB RAM with 10 GB of free storage and i3 2GHz processor. For storage and database purpose we have used XAMPP version 3.2.2. The dataset is scraped using WebHarvy data scraper. We have used dataset of Amazon padvisor reviews and Quora posts.
4.0 Experimentation and Performance Evaluation

For performance evaluation and accuracy we have performed certain experiments on other algorithms for small sets of text data where human brain can decide whether these sentences are similar or not also we have performed some experiments on text data with use of Natural Language Processing aided techniques with Cosine Similarity and without use of Natural Language processing techniques. For experimental purpose we have used a large dataset of Amazon reviews of 1000 posts where performance on real time system is determined for storing, processing. The results given below are of same statements with Cosine Similarity without NLP. The further given sentences are same with change in sequence and used with other synonyms 1) “He is a benevolent person with a philanthropist heart” 2) “Donating heart and compassionate person he is” Figure 9 illustrates the result of Cosine Similarity without NLP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Reviews</th>
<th>Time required for Segmenting and Extracting</th>
<th>Time required for storing in MYSQL</th>
<th>Time taken SCC, Chi-Square and Cosine Similarity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1180</td>
<td>10 secs</td>
<td>60 seconds</td>
<td>180 seconds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For retrieving of the actual data from the database we have used the 2 methods Rating-Scale approach and Top-n approach both are query based. The results of the Rating scale approach can be found directly from the system with threshold as parameter in which all the posts Similar posts in the specified range of SCC form 0.5 to specified threshold within 1.0 will be displayed to the user of the system. Figure 11 illustrates the results of Rating-Scale approach using our System where user has to pass the SCC value and for Chi-Square we have decided the threshold in between 0.0 to 3.0 which will display the top similar posts to user from the database.

The Top-n approach can be directly found from the database where the top matching posts in SCC will be displayed. Figure 12 illustrates the posts using the Top-n approach.

Use of XAMPP and MySQL in the project gives the feature of data summarization on the basis of Query where the analysis using the different charts is not a tedious task. Figure 13 illustrates it.
The results of the summarized data display results of SCC (Cosine Similarity), Chi-Square Similarity and Number of Common Terms where the SCC and Cosine Similarity will always be below 1 and the Chi-Square Similarity and Number of Common Terms will display the result above 1 because the numbers are always larger as compared to the SCC and Cosine Similarity measure.

4 CONCLUSION

By using the Natural-Language-Processing functionality to Similarity measures the efficiency of system has improvised. The synonym detection capability has detected the similar sentences and has shown better results than the previous semantic measures. With XAMPP MySQL the Summarization of data has become easy for plotting the graphs without external coding. Due to easy database connectivity and processing large database with the use of Java framework there was boost for quick results from database. There has been a challenge in scaling the similarity scores between SCC and Chi-Square because of difference in variation of resulting parameters like SCC result will be between 0-1 and Chi-Square results will always be above 0. Though most of the results of same scaling parameters like SCC and Cosine similarity are 0-1 in most cases if SCC has shown equal to better scores than Cosine Similarity and thus Chi-Square has also shown equal results to SCC when both are mapped. In future with appropriate recommendation algorithms we will build the recommendation system on this given model.
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